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Providing the trucks the world needs

since 1935
UD Trucks was founded by Kenzo Adachi in 1935 
with the mission “to make the trucks the world 
needs today.” We’ve continued to develop advanced 
technology, products, and services ever since, 
providing the transportation solutions our customers 
need. UD stands for Ultimate Dependability, and is at 
the core of everything we do. 



MODEL GVM 
(kg) ENGINE POWER 

(kW/hp)
TORQUE 

(Nm) TRANS. APPLICATIONS

Croner
PK 18 280 4x2 17,500 GH8 206/280

@2200 rpm
1050 

@1100rpm Allison Tipper, freight, 
waste, tilt tray

PD 25 280 6x2 24,500 GH8 206/280
@2200 rpm

1050 
@1100rpm Allison Freight

Quon 
8-litre

CD 25 360 6x2 25,000 GH8 263/360
@2200 rpm

1428 
@1200rpm ESCOT-VI Freight 

CW 25 360 6x4 25,000 GH8 263/360
@2200 rpm

1428 
@1200rpm ESCOT-VI Tipper, plant, tilt 

tray, water cart

CG 30 360 8x4

28,500 
Allison
30,000 
ESCOT

GH8 263/360
@2200 rpm

1428 
@1200rpm

Allison 
3200 

ESCOT-VI

Waste front 
compactor and hook 

lift, agitator

Quon 
11-litre

CW 26 400 6x4 26,000 GH11 294/400
@1600 rpm

2000 
@950rpm ESCOT-VI Tipper, plant, tilt 

tray, water cart

CD 25 400 6x2 25,000 GH11 294/400
@1600 rpm

2000 
@950rpm ESCOT-VI Freight

GW 26 430 6x4 26,000 GH11 316/430
@1600 rpm

2000 
@950rpm ESCOT-VI Prime mover, tipper 

and dog

GW 26 460 6x4 26,000 GH11 339/460
@1700 rpm

2250 
@1000rpm ESCOT-VI Prime mover, tipper 

and dog

GK 17 430 4x2 16,500 GH11 316/430
@1600 rpm

2000 
@950rpm ESCOT-VI Prime mover, tipper 

and dog

CG  32 400 8x4 32,000 GH11 294/400
@1600 rpm

2000 
@950rpm ESCOT-VI Waste hook lift, 

fridge, pantech

CG 32 430 8x4 32,000 GH11 316/430
@1600 rpm

2000 
@950rpm ESCOT-VI Rigid crane, tipper, 

FMCG

Model Overview

Industry Segmentation

Construction Distribution Waste

PK 18 280
PD 25 280
CW 25 360
CW 26 390
GW 26 460
CG 30 360
CG 32 420 
GK 17 420

PK 18 280
PD 25 280
CD 25 360
GW 26 460
GK 17 420
CG 30 360

PK 18 280
CW 25 360
CW 26 390
CG 30 360
CG 32 420

Do more with every minute in the Croner: 
UD Truck’s medium duty solution.

Croner is named after Chronos, the god of time in 
Greek mythology, because it saves you time – and that 
saves you money. It means more time on the road and 
less time in the workshop.

With a comfortable cab, high torque UD engine and 
in-built fuel efficiency, Croner maximises productivity 
and minimises downtime. 

PRODUCTIVITY
4x2 and 6x2 configurations. Wheelbase, rear-axle 
ratio and suspension options 

UPTIME SUPPORT 
Genuine service, parts, roadside assistance, driver 
training and telematics 

PRODUCT UPTIME 
Robust component design and a high tensile  
steel chassis

FUEL EFFICIENCY 
GH8E engine with 1,050Nm of torque and UD’s 
on-board fuel coach 

SAFETY 
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), Electronic 
Brakeforce Distribution (EBD), driver's airbag, 
digital reverse camera and seatbelt pretensioner as 
standard.

DRIVER EFFICIENCY 
Allison automatic transmission and ergonomic  
cab design



With innovation that puts 
people first, the Quon offers 
a host of industry-leading 
features. 

Easier to use, smoother to drive
Completely re-designed cabin provides greater driver comfort.  ESCOT-VI 
automated manual transmission is the next evolution in unparalleled operability. 
The robust Allison automatic transmission also offers a double overdrive and 
advanced shifting capability for on or off road conditions. These innovations 
contribute to a comfortable environment for drivers.

Safer and more dependable
Safe driving is easier if the truck can predict potential dangers 
and warn the driver. The Quon features advanced technologies 
to enable this. 

• Disc brakes on all wheels 
• Electronic stability control 
• Traffic eye brake 
• Lane departure warning 
• Brake blending 
• Driver alert system (optional) 
• Automatic hill start assist
• Adaptive Cruise Control (ESCOT VI only)

Better productivity, better efficiency
We’ve reduced the weight of all models. This improves load handling and 
suspension. As a result of this lower tare weight, carrying capacities have increased 
on these mdoels.

Reliable uptime for greater peace of mind
The Quon offers comprehensive aftersales services, such as genuine service, 
genuine parts, UD-TRUST service agreements, and UD telematics. This combination 
provides an unprecedented level of uptime, as well as the comfort of predictable 
costs and the peace of mind that your UD is receiving the best parts and service 
available.

Cleaner and more powerful
Refinements to the driveline have achieved a high level of fuel efficiency that 
contributes savings directly to the bottom line. The fuel efficient, powerful, and 
clean GH11 and GH8 engines comply with stringent pPNLT Emissions Standards 
that exceed Euro 6 emission requirements.

The powerful range of Quon trucks offers a unique 
combination of high power to weight ratio, 8 and 
11 litre engines, UD’s world-class AMT (Automated 
Manual Transmission) the ESCOT VI, as well as the 
popular Allison 6-speed automatic. Coupled with a 
full safety package, the Quon delivers increased fuel 
economy, increased efficiency, reduced emissions 
and less driver fatigue without compromising on 
performance. 

At UD Trucks we live for ultimate dependability. We go the extra mile for you in everything we do, which in 
turn enables you and your fleet to go the extra distance. From service and parts to on-road support, driver 
training and telematics, UD Extra Mile Support is our complete solution that you can rely on to keep your 
truck running.

UD Extra Mile Support

UD Connected Services
UD Telematics coupled with Fuel 
Watch (available through your 
dealership) provides you with 
comprehensive fuel and driving 
behaviour consultancy services. The 
system will help you improve your 
profitability by maximising vehicle 
uptime and fuel efficiency.

UD Genuine Parts
Because every part of your truck 
matters. Designed and tested to 
provide the highest quality and 
durability, UD Genuine Parts 
increase uptime and lower 
operating costs. Not to mention 
you’ll also get 24 months warranty 
on all genuine parts as well as the 
labour when fitted in a UD 
workshop.

Optimised Service 
Planning
We work with you to create a 
free Service Schedule. This Service 
Schedule is tailored to your truck 
and is designed to give your truck 
exactly the maintenance it needs - 
no more and no less. 

UD Financial Services 
UD Trucks Financial Services 
delivers a full range of products 
and services available directly 
through your UD Trucks dealer 
network. You’ll get a finance or 
lease solution that’s tailored to 
your needs from the same place 
where you purchase and service 
your truck.

UD Trust Service 
Agreements
UD Trust Service Agreements 
are tailored specifically to your 
business and designed to 
effectively lower the total cost 
of ownership of your trucks. 

UD Roadside 
Assistance 
You deserve peace of mind. If a 
breakdown brings your truck to 
an unexpected standstill, help 
from a UD specialist is only a 
single phone call away. Our 
dedicated call center specialists 
will stay with you every step of 
the way. UD Roadside Assistance 
will get you back up and 
running in no time.

UD Driver Training
Our driver training program is 
designed to help build driver 
capability and performance. 
Courses cover not only vehicle 
handover and operation, but 
also the best methods to 
optimise fuel and safe driving.

UD Trust Basic – Preventative maintenance 
delivered during routine services
UD Trust Extra – Includes all that is included in 
the Basic Program as well as repairs to brake 
components.
UD Trust Ultimate – The most comprehensive 
of our Service Agreements, covering all that is 
included in the Basic and Extra Programs plus 
repairs to electrical, engine, driveline, braking 
and steering systems. 
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The specifications in this catalogue are subject to change without notification. The specifications, colors, and other details of the actual vehicles might vary slightly. The 
addition of optional features could change the weight of the final product. For more information, please contact your nearest UD Trucks dealer. This catalogue is current as 
of May 2022.
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